
The DT-MRI data set we used has x x  voxels which provides resolution of roughly . We 
used various orders of polynomial approximation from zero (average within the filter) up to 3rd in each
dimension. We were able to trace bundles of fibers which correspond to well known anatomical structures, 
such as: anterior and posterior forceps, corona radiata, optic radiation, cranial nerves, U-shape fibers, 
(superior) longitudinal fasciculus, cingulum and corpus callosum. The results are illustrated and further 

explained in the figures Fig. to Fig. .
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Brain structures: Corona radiata. The diagram on the left is from [ ]. On the right the fibers are 
reconstructed from DT-MRI data using our oriented tensor reconstruction (OTR) algorithm. The corona 
radiata is visible in both hemispheres.
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Right hemisphere corona radiata shown from opposite directions. The yellow boxes show the 
seed region for the OTR fiber tracing algorithm. Color coding indicates orthogonal directions in the amount 
of RGB (XYZ).
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Brain structures: U-shaped fibers, parts of corona radiata and corpus callosum. The diagram on 
the left is from [ ]. Note the short U-shaped fibers in the left upper part of the right image. Color coding is 
the same as the previous figure.
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Brain structures: Fibers near the cortical surface and U-shaped fibers on the left; optic tract on 
the right.
Figure 10:

 



 

Brain structures: on the left is a side view of the right hemisphere cingulum bundle on the 
background of corresponding anisotropy; on the right the same structure together with 3d models of the 

ventricle and CSF (cerebrospinal fluid) extracted by isosurfacing [ ] on isotropic part (see Eq. (6)) of 

the same DT-MRI dataset.
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Brain structures: corpus callosum (left) and corona radiata (right) shown together with isotropic 
brain structures - ventricle, eye sockets and pockets of CSF on the top of the brain. Cutting planes show 
isotropic values.
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